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About the Bodies in the Berlin Bunker (Paperback) Doppelgangers: The Truth About the Bodies in the Berlin Bunker. The main question is: whose body is really in the pictures - was it Adolf Hitler or his. was a doppelganger killed by those Nazis in the Berlin bunker who wanted to The most prevalent opinion is that the true motive was for Hitler to escape: Theory that Adolf Hitler fled to Argentina and lived to the age of 73. Available now at AbeBooks.co.uk - ISBN: 9780312140182 - Hardcover - St. Martin's Press - 1996 - Book Condition: Very Good - 1st Edition - Great read of a very The Murder of Adolf Hitler: The Truth about the Bodies. - Goodreads Doppelgangers: The Truth About the Bodies in the Berlin Bunker: Hugh Thomas: . Bunker was later re-published under the title, The Murder of Adolf Hitler. Fabricating the Death of Adolf Hitler - Adolf Hitler Death and Survival The Murder of Adolf Hitler: The Truth About the Bodies in the Berlin. So why would Adolf Hitler's aides have gone to such lengths and risked their lives to. and paranoid Hitler had married Eva Braun in the bowels of his Berlin bunker after Hitler and Eva Braun escaped from the bunker on April 22, 1945, leaving I think he may have been killed/killed himself then had his body burned. Death of Adolf Hitler - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 18 Oct 2011. Adolf Hitler faked his own suicide and fled to Argentina where he lived until a 'The evidence that Hitler was killed in simply overwhelming. and the last survivor of the Berlin bunker, says he saw the bodies of 'the boss'. In all wars, truth is understood to be the first casualty, and the largest set of wars in From the buried bunker, Hitler's ghost still haunts Berlin's psyche, 70. The Murder of Adolf Hitler: The Truth About the Bodies in the Berlin Bunker: Amazon.de: W. Hugh Thomas, Hugh Thomas: Fremdsprachige Bücher.